
E v e n t s  L e a d i n g  U p  To  T h e  C r i s i s
January, 1959
Castro takes over Cuba, and starts a democratic socialist government, he later 
switches to a communist government.

April, 1961
A U.S. sponsored invasion of Cuba at the Bay Of Pigs fails.

September, 1962
The Soviet freighter Omsk delivers the first shipment of Medium Range Ballistic 
Missiles (M.R.B.M.S.) to Cuba.

October 14, 1962

First hard evidence of Soviet missiles in Cuba is found in a U2 reconnaissance 
picture.

October 16, 1962
U.S. president Kennedy is informed of the missiles in Cuba.

October 17,1962
An American U2 reveals that there are also Intermediate Range Ballistic 
Missiles (IRBMS) on the island of Cuba.

October 18,1962
The U.S.S.R. assures Americans that the missiles on Cuba are solely for 
defensive purposes.

October 20, 1962
Kennedy's press secretary tells the press that he will cancel the remainder of his 
trip, to Connecticut to campaign for Abraham Ribicoff, due to an "upper 
respiratory infection."

October 21,1962
Kennedy decides on a quarantine of Cuba for the time being.

A U2 flight reveals the assembly of MiG fighters, bombers, and more missiles on 
Cuba's northern shore.

October 22,1962
Kennedy announces to the public the missile situation on the island of Cuba and 
the course of action that the United States would take, a quarantine.

The U.S. base at Guantanamo is reinforced with more Marines.

The U.S. goes to DEFCON 3, DEFense CONdition 5 being is peace time 
readiness and 1 being Maximum force readiness. 3 means Increase force 
readiness above normal readiness.

October 24,1962
The quarantine of Cuba goes into effect at 1400 hours Greenwich mean time.



October 25, 1962
Reconnaissance photos show  that Soviet vessels are respecting the 
quarantine.

October 26,1962
C.I.A. shows that the Soviets have not slowed the construction of missiles on 
Cuba and are trying to camouflage the missiles.

Khrushchev sends Kennedy a letter saying that he would remove the missiles 
from Cuba if Kennedy publicly states that the United states would never invade 
Cuba.

October 27,1962
An American U2 is shot down over Cuba killing the pilot, Major Rudolf Anderson.

Another letter from Khrushchev arrives proposing the exchange of the missiles 
in Cuba for those in Turkey.

October 28,1962
Khrushchev announces that he has agreed to remove the missiles from Cuba.

November 2, 1962
The disarmament of Cuba officially begins.


